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Call for Papers

Goals
The main goal of the workshop is the establishment of interconnections between professionals in the area of model-driven software development. The collaboration in the MDSDD community aims at increasing knowledge exchange between research and industry. The future growth in the area depends on the results of individual community members. Therefore the exchange within the community and discovery of research trends is an important goal of this workshop.

Contributions
Contributions to the following subjects

- Concepts, methods, approaches in MDSD
- New areas of applications of MDSD
- Tool and framework extensions (OAW, EMF, GMF, etc...)
- Practical experience reports

can be submitted online under the URL http://conftool.techjava.de until October 15-th, 2008. Research papers should be five to eight pages long and follow the LNI guidelines; for industrial reports a one to two page summary is sufficient. Accepted contributions will be published in the workshop proceedings. Authors will be granted access for the Management day and for the first Professional Day. Further details and templates for authors are available at http://mdsd08.techjava.de/submission.php.
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